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Policies Explained
Dr. Martin Reviews Contract Procedures
BY JOHN PERKINS
If em ]
President Robert Martin announced to*the Eastern Student
Council Tuesday that the University "ife not expected to"
give cause lor dismissal of professors with less than one year's
experience at Eastern.
Dr. Martin paid a surprise
visit to the Council, apparently
in- an attempt to answer recent
Council discontent over professors' contracts that have not been
renewed.
Dr. Martin said mat "they
(the faculty) never tell why
they're leaving...and nothing is
gained" from explaining to nontenured Instructors why they have
not had contracts renewed.
Answering questions by councllmembers, the president said
that he could not recommend definite channels for students to
follow to discuss the contractual matters.

Military Beauty
One of the.se five coeds will be crowned queen
of the military ball tomorrow night (Friday)
In the Student Union. From left, candidate*
are Marilyn Etkin, Donagene Branham,
Brenda Butler, Ellen Simpson and Susie
Broughton. The dance will be from 8 p.m. to

Letters, Page S

midnight and will feature the "Chet Cline
Orchestra" from Louisville. "Heritage to
Victory" will be the ball's theme. The ball
will be free to sophomore. Junior and senior
ROTC cadets. The queen will be crowned
at 10 p.m.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

However," he said that students
"would be surprised how much
student opinion means" in the
evaluation of teachers.
When asked how teachers are
evaluated If there is no official
observer Ufc the classroom, Dr.
Martin said that the methods of
evaluation "vary from one per son
to another."
"We want to avoid a popularity contest" in the selection of
teachers, Dr. Martin said. The
hiring of teachers is a contract
agreement, he said and "we have
fulfilled our side of the contract."
After the President had left the
meeting, the Council decided to
conduct a survey of all past and
present students of one faculty
member whose contract has
not been renewed Phyllis Hetrick of the English Department.
One councllmember said that a
list of Miss Hetrick's students
had been made, and urged that the

Alsop Lecture Tonight
In Hiram Brock At 8
Stewart Alsop, Washington political commentator and columnist for Newsweek, will speak tonight at 8 in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
He first achieved national fame
during the 12 years he and his
brother Joseph wrote the nationally syndicated newspaper column, "Matter of Fact"
Prior to Joining Newsweek, Alsop wrote a column for the now
defunct Saturday Evening Post,
for which he was national affairs
editor and later Washington editor.
During his Journalistic career,
he coined the now familiar terms

"hawks and doves," "egghead,"
"Irish Mafia" and "eyeball to
eyeball."
He also has written several
books, his most recent being the
1968 bestseller, "The Center."
His Newsweek column, which
makes the magazine one of the
most widely read In the nation,
has been permanently assigned
to the last page of the weekly
publication.
Material in the column ranges
from Interviews with noted political figures, to visits at colleges to understand student frustrations, to Information gathered

on trips to Europe and the Near
East.
Alsop's address will be sponsored by the Interim University
Center Board. Students will be
admitted on their ID cards. Eastern faculty and staff members
may purchase a ticket good for
the entire series of Center Board
lectures and concerts for $2.

survey be conducted as soon as
possible.
During his appearance at Tuesday's Council meeting, President
Martin responded negatively to
a proposal by Student Association
president James Pellegrinon that
a panel be formed to
discuss the University's ROTC program.
Such a proposal (which Pellegrinon introduced in his address
to the council three weeks *f°)
would only "tend to confuse
matters worse," Dr.
Martin
said.
Councllmember Roger Click
asked the President "Why did
you...go to Frankfort, to lobby
against the Senate's student-faculty regent vote?"
Dr. Martin told Click that S.B.
75—the student -faculty regent
bill—never had a chance in either the House of Representatives
or the Senate. "They never let
it get out of either committee,"
he
said. "Don'tbefooled by
anything any of those politicians
tell you."

Dr. Martin explained that he has
been in the capital fighting the
"superboard" bill—which would
put all the state colleges and universities under the direct supervision of one central planning
board.
President Martin Informed the
Council that the list of options
for freshmen ROTC students
should be released shortly.
This is the first year for the
new one-year military science
program. This year's freshmen
who do not wish to take a second year of ROTC are to be
given a choice of optional academic courses.
One other matter which the
President discussed In Tuesday's
Council meeting was the Untoer*
sity regulations regarding Student conduct in the ravine.
Dr. Martin said that one student could certainly lie down In
the ravine, but that he "didn't
want to see any wrestling matches
down there."
In other Council action Tuesday,
Student Association president

Now April 16
'Miss Eastern Pageant' Reset
BT KAREN MARTIN
Managing Editor
The "Miss Eastern Kentucky
University Pageant" has been
postponed until Thursday, April
16.
Deadline for applications for
the event has been extended to
Thursday, March 26.
The pageant, preliminary to the
"Miss
Kentucky Scholarship
Pageant," was postponed to avold a conflict in activity scheduling and to give more coeds an
opportunity to enter the pageant.
A scholarship has been offered

by the University to the winner
of the pageant.
Applications to enter the pageant are available In the lobby of
the Student Union Building and
can be' returned to Sue Ellen
Oulette, Room 434, McGregor
Hall.
Girls wishing to enter the
pageant competition may be sponsored by an organisation or enter individually. Qualifications
are a 2.0 average, good standing
with the university, and freshman, sophomore, Junior or first
semester senior classification.
On Monday, March 30, a meet-

The Beat Goes On - r - $7,900 Monthly
$7,900 a month Is a covetable
sum of money. It far exceeds the
amount In the annual budget of the
•average college student
Yet Eastern students spend
more than this astounding figure
each month on records and tapes.
According to Rodger Meads
Eastern's Director of Bookstores, the Campus Bookstore
sells an average of 100 albums
per week, ranging In price from
$3.79 to $5.79 each (plus tax).
He estimated that students'
monthly expenditures on rec-

Pellegrinon
Misquoted
Student Association President
Jim Pellegrinon was misquoted
in last week's Progress In a
statement he made to the Student Council. Pellegrinon told the
Council that, according to policy
of the American Association of
University Professors, professors who have tenure must be
given an explanation for not having their contracts renewed.

Dormitories
To Be Closed
April 4-11
Men's and women's dormitories will close April 4, at IS
noon for spring vacation. International students who require University housing during spring
break must make application in
room 205, Administration Building by March 27.

ords and tapes at the campus
facility are $1,800, since most of
the records sold are in the lowest price bracket
Meade also said that sales
have Increased since the Bookstore,
began subscribing to "Billboard/'
one of the weekly trade magazines
of the music Industry, approximately three months ago. He said
they have had a constant flow of
people looking through "Billboard" daily since the Bookstore
began displaying It
Vocal Groups
Largest selling albums at the
Bookstore
which has approx' lmately 2,600 LP^s In stock at all
times, are those recorded by
vocal groups. Until recently, folk
records ranked second in sales.
Now Jazz recordings are outsailing those made by folk singers,
Meade said.
He added that "Santana" triplad in sales within five days after a review of the LP appeared
in The Progress.
Students spend approximately
$700 each month on records and tapes at Currier's Music
Worl<T according to employee
Bob Higgs. He said that vocal
groups dominate the sales. According to him, "Three Dog
Night," "Simon and Garfunkel,"
"Blood Sweat and Tears." "Creedence Clearwater Revival" and
"The Band" are the most popular
with students now.
Mrs. Kathryn Hasten, manager
of Brltt's record department
said approximately two-thirds
of her customers are EKU students. She estimated the amount
of money they spend on records
each month to be $400.
Clarence Wilkinson, manager
of Wallace's Bookstore, said that
completely accurate figures would
not be available until the end of
their
fiscal year. However,
by checking the invoices on records and tapes, be estimated that
students spend $5,000 on These

two Items monthly at the offcampus facility.
Their best -selling LP'a are
by vocal groups, he said, with
with recordings by Individual artists ranking second.
Tape sales are picking up.
he added, but there Is still a
greater dollar volume in records.
Figures were unavailable from
Grant's, because they have no
separate record department, and
all items are paid for at a single
.check-out counter.
Figures were also unavailable
from Convenient Food Marts,
which carry a small stock of
records.
- j
. . .$7,900. Enough money to
pay the tuition fee at Eastern for
59 Kentucky residents and leave
a small balance, or for 20outof-state students with enough
left over to pay almost twothirds of another non- Kentucky
resident's tuition.
Wfcyt
Why do students
spend such
a towering sum on only one
form of entertainment?
"Because " as one student so
aptly put It, "you can pay half
the price of an LP-or the full
price, if you take a date-to see
a movie once. If you buy an
album, you can listen
to
something
you enjoy, over
and over again.
. "If s a good investment, because it lasts a lot longer than
two hours. You Just get a lot
more for your money."
I.
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Polity Society
Supports
Pettengill
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Saturday Set
For URE
The Undergraduate Record Examination (URE) will be administered Saturday at 8 a.m. Seniors graduating In May or August, who have registered to take
the exam, should report to toe
Ferrell Room, Combs Building,
for room assignments. The exam
is not required for graduation,
though some departments urge
students to take it

Enrollment
Requests
Available

I

Drug Stories
To Continue
Next Thursday
A series on drug use by Karen Martin, managing editor, wiU
be resumed In The Progress next
Thursday with an article about
the legal implications of drug
use.

ing for all candidates will be
held to explain pageant rules and
for publicity pictures.
All girls eligible for the Miss
Eastern Pageant will again be
eligible tor the Miss Richmond
Pageant, to be held in April.
The pageant tentatively had
been scheduled for tomorrow
(Friday).

The Polity Society, Eastern's
political science honorary, Monday night unanimously passed a
resolution supporting the competency of Dr. Dwynal Pettengill, chairman of the political
science department.
The resolution passed stated:
"The Polity Society goes on record as supporting the complete
competency of Dr. Pettengill as
a political scientist, professional
educator, student adviser and
departmental chairman."
Rumors on campus have been
circulating that Dr. PettengUl's
contract as department chairman
will not be renewed, although an
administrator would not confirm
the rumors, saying only that Dr.
PettengUl's performance Is being
evaluated.

Other noted lecturers coming
to Eastern are Mark Van Dor en,
poet and literary critic, April
22, and Stewart Udall, former
U.S. secretary of the Interior,
May 19.

Student Money For Records
BY JIIW LEDFOED
Fine Arts Editor

Pellegrinon announced that the
Student Association constitution
revision Is ■ complete. He said
that copies of the proposed constitution would be given to councilmembers at next Tuesday's
meeting.
Pellegrinon also proposed an
amendment to the present constitution of the Student Association. The Council passed the
amendment, which changed the
inauguration of newly-elected officers of the Student Association
to the week following the elections.
Nancy Brucchierl, managing
editor of the Milestone, reported
to the Council that censorship of
her publication
is governed
by the discretion of the editors.
Miss Brucchierl had been assigned by Pellegrinon to Investigate censorship policies of student publications.
/
»
Joe Edwards, editor of The
Progress, told the Council that
there is "absolutely no censor-'
ship" of the Eastern student
newspaper.

'Record' Breaker
Many students spend
albums during their
Bookstore. They also
per month on records

time looking at record
visits to the Campus
spend money — 11,800
and tapes at the Book-

store alone. It is estimated that Eastern
students spend 57,900 each month la the
Richmond area for recordings.
(Photo by Greg Whalen)

Enrollment request forms for
the summer and fall terms are
available at the Registrar's Office, Admissions Office, Itudant
Union information desk and dormitories.
The forms are for presently
enrolled students only. Others
wishing to enroll must apply at
the Admission Office.
Registration packets will be
made on the basis of returned earoUment request forms. The
form most be filed with the Admissions Office prior to May t
for the summer term and June
1 for the fall term in order to
prevent a delay in processing
students' registration packets.
Completed enrollment request
forms should be returned to the
Admissions Office,Room US, Administration Building.
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SEPARATE AUTONOMY

Central Control 'Would Create Chads ;
Coordinating 'In The Best Interest'
"Kentucky taxpayers cannot afford the
luxury of further proliferation of dormitories, instructional facilities, curricula and
education personnel."
"Major programs should be offered at
only one state supported university or college to spare costs. A student can get the
same quality education at one state university as he can at another."
Stop!
Let's consider these arguments commonly used to support a strong control board
for higher education in the Commonwealth.
Much of a student's education comes from
his association and exchange of ideas with
fellow students. This varies from institution to institution.

The passage of two bills currently proposed by the legislature could easily jeopardize the quality of education both in and
outside the classroom.
If the legislature passes these two bills,
a central control board will be established
to replace the coordinating board which
was established in 1934, when Kentucky
became the first state in the nation to have
a Council on Public Higher Education.
The control board would ' make very
rigid plans for the university to follow.
The coordinating council works with the
institutions. Under its supervision, the universities work together to find a common
solution to their problems.
A board possessing the power to ultimate-
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My Stars And Garters!
BY JOHN PERKINS
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"My stars and garters! Where in the
world
has she gone?"
If Eastern Kentucky University is never
"Well, they've gone to Juneau, Ala. She
remembered for anything else, it will be
should be in by midnight, unless she signed
noted as a bulwark of virtue.
v.' out to go home. In thatcase, I suggest you
Why/
\:
call back at about noon tbWmow."
Because the University has found an effective system of guaranteeing Mommy and
"Well, that's alright. Just as long as I
Daddy that their dear, sweet little Lily is
know where she is."
either in her dorm or out of her dorm.
See how effectively the system works?
The system is really very simple. Therein
Not only did the distraught mother know
lies its beauty. When an Eastern girl leaves
who her little gem had gone to Juneau, Ala.
her dorm at night, she signs a little card
with, she also found out some valuable inwhich informs everyone that she left her
formation as to just when she would be
dorm at night.
back.
When she comes back, she signs a little
Last spring, a large group of Eastern's
card that says she has come back.
coeds boldly defied University officials by.
This system of signing in and out, coumildly protesting against this policy of propled with a strict curfew, assures the folks
tecting the naive college girlback home that their little princess will
Unfortunately, Eastern officials weakly
never get into any trouble while she is going
submitted to some of their demands. Curto school in the Big City.
fews were liberalized (freshmen girls can
As an example of just how the University
now stay out until the scandalous hour of
protects its children, let us suppose that
10:30 on weeknights) and the much-lauded
some young innocent has a date with
point system was abolished.
Boozer B. Casanova, the campus lover and
Now, if this institution is ever going to
reckless driver.
preserve its reputation of moral strength,
While the girl is out, her mother calls.
then restrictions on women must be made
"Hello, Walters Hall? This is Mrs.
more rigid, rather than more liberal.
Prudence Goodbody. Could you please tell
Now I have a plan which might run
me where my sweet and naive daughter
into a little money, but then all good plans
Victoria is tonight?"
usually do. All the University must do
"Yes ma'am. Oh, she's out with Boozer
would be to require all Eastern women to
B. Casanova, the campus lover and reckcarry walkie-talkies and wear handcuffs...
less driver."

ly control institutions, gains this power at
the expense of the institutions. It would
restrict individual growth of the universities
and regulate course study at the universities.
It could, conceivably, destroy the personalities of state supported institutions.
Arbitrary governing of the universities
by a central control board would only create
chaos in Kentucky's system of Higher Education. The now-existing coordinating board
is in the best interest of.all involved: students, faculties, administrators and taxpayers.

The Big Game:
Basketballs.
Education

Nightly Countdown
s

For Kentucky parents, a big headache
was the recent teacher's strike by the Kentucky Education Association.
' For them, the strike only means they're
going to have to get Johnnie and Susie up
and ready for school a couple of more days
than usual, since school was out for Several
Dear Editor:
days during the strike in most districts.
What la the real explanation? The almost dally

Asks For Explanation

"They're talking about school on Saturdays," one mother said; "I can't be bothered
with all this fuss."
/■).:

"v.

But classes have bej^i-called off for two
more days in some schools. And there are
few gripes.
r
What's the big deal? It's the Kentucky
High School Basketball Tournament.
Mothers and fathers will be bussing Johnnie
and Susie to Louisville bright and early
Thursday morning —.with no complaints.
Basketball's the biggest thing in Kentucky. It's exciting, thrilling, and parents don't
mind being inconvenienced for the tournament.
, >
But as for education — well, it was a
different story. The teacher's strike, and
the days missed were only a pain in the
neck for some parents, and a source of complaint about "make up days."
Educational priorities in Kentucky earn
calls of "foul." Kentucky parents have their
guard up on the teachers, the curricular
backbone of their children's education, because they were responsible for a few
missed days. Yet basketball, an extracurricular school activity, is considered king.
Throw somebody ot|t ot toe game:

agony of that question here at Eastern Is renewed
by the sudden announcement that the contract
of Miss Phyllis Hetrick (Assistant Professor,
English Department} will not be renewed for
next year. Although Miss Hetrick's particular
case might not he Important to you, I am sure
that the general situation it bespeaks is.
Most 'Important' in Miss Hetrick**' case Is that
she can get no satisfactory reasons for her dismissal.
According to her department head,
she has been dismissed because 1) she is not
"sociable enough", 2) she has given "inconclusive assignments to her classes", and 3)
she has had "trouble" with one class. Most
shocking, however, is that her department head
will not specify these charges. He will only
insist that the decision is a departmental one,
nothing came from "above".
At the same time, however, Miss Hetrick
has been told by two faculty members (who are
officers in the most prestigious professional
group on this campus) mat they understand
the real reason for her dismissal Is that the
administration has decided that "she has been
teaching unrelated material in her courses."
But again, beyond this general statement, the administration refuses to specify. Repeated appeals
by Miss Hetrick and others are turned aside.
To clarify matters, the president has told
Miss Hetrick that he is "really unaware" of
all this, but "since the buck-passing had to stop
with him," he would say that it was not his decision and was referrred by him back to the deans l
(What happened to the buck mere? Do you feel
you have Just seen a pea-and-thimbles brick?)
And what finally is Miss Hetrick to believe?
Who is she to believe? Is someone—a department
head, a dean, two faculty officials, the presidentlying? Or can they all be "telling the truth"
in someway?
The point of course is that someone is not
being completely straightforward. And when such
confusion exists, are moss people who allow its
continuance as fraudulent as the person who tells
an outright lie? To say mat the University
does not legally have to give reasons is.not to
give a satisfactory ethical answer. Very simply > if the administration believes It has evidence
that Miss Hetrick is not using hsr classUme
properly, it should have the decency and courage

to specify its charges. That the administration
does not do this implies either embarrassment
over the substance of its evidence or fraud.
In talking with other members of the English
Department about this situation (directly or
indirectly), I found that most of them were
afraid to even hear about.Miss Hetrick's situation. " Of course, the fear took many forms:
sometimes It was covered by a what-can-I-do?..;
attitude; sometimes it was covered by a bluff
good-will; sometimes by general cynicism; sometimes by rationalisation. In at least seven
cases, however, there was a frank admission
of tear of reprisal if they asked questions.
And in at least seven more cases there was a
clear indication of intimidation! I ask you if
mis is not a pitiful and sick comment on the
system here? And it is not the situation of Just
one department It exists throughout mis university. And it can not be refuted by a naive
"poll". ("Hey, buddy, are you afraid? Huh?"
Or in the words of one high administrator:
"Let the intimidated speak for themselves!")
The question finally is what must be done?
Not Just about Miss Hetrick's situation., .but
about all such situations here. It is not an
"academic" question for those who know the personal and professional excellence of Miss Hetrick. It Is not an abstract question for those who
know the intense physical and emotional upset
Miss Hetrick is suffering as a result of all this.
As a matter of fact, there are some 20 faculty
members and SO students and 20 townspeople
who are so Incensed by tills treatment, of a
human being that they are growing more (not
less) determined to get some straight answers
here.
More important to the University at
large, I hope, is that this kind of devious confusion will exist only when it stays local and private. It will recoil If enough people come forward as individuals and start insisting upon satisfactory answers.
John P. Fox
Assistant Professor
English Department
(Contitmed en Page Three)
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'Rhinoceros' Timeless As Well As Timely; Cast Projects Vitality
Miss Anne Bomar's stimulating production of Eugene Ionescos play "Rhinoceros"
provides the kind of refreshment inhabitants of arid places so desperately long for*
indeed require for growth.
You will find yourself checking the text
in the EKU'fibrary to determine whether
lines such as these were written by Ionesco:
"How is your report on the alcoholic repression law coming along?" and "The teaching you get at the university isn't up to
what you get at the ordinary schools.. .All
you get at the universities are effete intellectuals with no practical knowledge of
life."

The relevance of Ionescos play is timeless as well as timely. Ionesco is one with
great artists working in all media in all
times in his attempt to remind us of what
it is to be a man, a creature labeled "homo
sapiens." In 1958 he gave us a play that
reminds us of literary masterpieces from
the past: the beast fable (notably by Aesop
in Greece of sixth century B.C.) and a
great Elizabethan tragedy, Shakespeare's
"Macbeth." While the words of these works
celebrate the spirit (soul, intuitive capability) that distinguishes man from creatures ruled by instincts, the action demonstrates man's potential; this combination

Letters
(Continued From Page Two)
(Eastern President Bobert B. Martin iald
Tuesday that the University "complied In full"
with the requirements of the American Association of University Professors concerning contracts which are not renewed. He said that the
University Is NOT required to give reasoai
faculty persons do not have contract* renewed
unless they nerve five years. "This type of Incident happens hundreds of times a year at universities across the country. No university as
far as I know gives the reason » professor's
contract hi not renewed," he said. He also said
that the paragraph about his meeting with Miss
Hetrlck "i« not quite right" factually.—Editor)

'Spring House-Cleaning*
Dear Editor:
The time for "spring house-cleaning" must
be here again. I had been hoping that last year's
tidying up would be the last of the great teacher purges — I was obviously too optimistic.
We will be losing one of our most capable
English teachers — unless we do something to
rectify the situation. I am a student in Miss
Hetrlck's Shakespeare class, English 411. Miss
Hetrlck Is a most creative teacher. By enthusiasm and excellent preparation, she has
•parked thought, and lively discussion among
her students. In just four weeks,'she has given
us dozens of ideas and questions with which
to develop our approach to the. study of Shakespeare. Miss Hetrlck's methods, ideas and questions are making this particular class a vital
nnd successful learning experience for her students. Why is Miss Hetrlck's contract not being renewed?
Allowing our teachers to be dismissed for
vague, unsupportable, or unknown reasons
makes students as guilty as faculty members
and administrators in shirking the responsibility
for keeping our good teachers on this campus.
I am certain that the people who, are most
qualified to evaluate a'teacher's competence are
the students of that teacher. Are we ever consulted in such matters?
I hope that.th&*tudeats,of goad teachers whp,.«.
are not having, their contracts.renewed will support good classroom, teaching and' good teachers: ) 1) by forming teacher-support. groups, 2) ,
by writing letters to The Progress, and S) by
voicing their concern to the Student Council —
to demand that good teachers be invited to continue teaching on our campus. '
Roger Click
217 Brockton

Reasons Offered
Dear Editor:
We understand the structure of a university
Is based oq democratic principles. As concerned
students, we feel that students should have a
voice In this structure. What we do not understand is why there Is no student representation
when a teacher's contract is being renewed.
There are three reasons on which we based
this statement:
(1) We feel that a student can best evaluate
the teacher;

(2) The students are the ones who are
ceiving the education;
(S) We are spending our money to receive
best possible education.
Therefore, we believe that when one of
most productive teachers Is dismissed,
opinions should be considered.
Margene Sears, 814 Clay
Connie VermllUon, 514- Clay
Cathy Wosny, 908 Clay

the
our
our

'Big City' Sympathy
Dear Editor:
It is not often that I am In sympathy with
the Big City. However, I feel that it is being
unjustly crucified by some fellow students (who
are no doubt underage) whose memories are
extremely poor (or is it that they don't want
to remember?).
Toward the end of the 1988-89 school year
(March 24. I believe), the Student Council was
presented with a little speech concerning student rights. A full investigation was proposed,
In fact The point In question was students who
had been drinking were sometimes arrested and
fined (about SS8.60 as I recollect). It was of
little or no importance that the majority of
these students were underage.
Well, an Investigation ultimately resulted in
many of the finer (?) recreational facilities being closed down. It seems to me that we (or
should I say "You all"?) got exactly what was
, wanted. Why should there be any dissention?
However, having turned 21, I've not bothered
too awfully much by this turn of events. As for
the rest of you who aren't 21 and who would
like a brew or two, that's too bad (unless you
can repeal your investigation).
Douglas Glenn Draper
McCreary Hall

Advancement?

Dear Editor:
Behold a scene so pleasing as to make a feel.
ing of belonging within oneself. Nature In its
purest sense is round now only by the ambitious
and lucky. It is there, of course, under the beer
can-and.newspaper. But why must .we lift, them
to see it?
,-.;.i
n
Approach the cteek, what's this, the trout are
dead and crayfish feed on their remains. Please
don't say survival of the fittest, for to survive
now life must adapt to the dead.
An upward glance, rays of sunlight are seen
filtered through the red, yellow and brown of
Autumn. We haven't reached our star, but we
have masked it. At our present rate of advancement no telling what we might accomplish. Maybe we can also uniform the color of leaves or
possibly eliminate the rake.
A deep breath and we are refreshed by the
scent of clover, pine and honeysuckle. Amonia
and sulfur have helped man's search immensely.
Breathe again.
Sing a song, bird of wonder, and fill the air
with love; only sing louder to blot out the noise
of industry.
1 have nothing against advancement and progress, but are we ???? ?
Pry or Phillips
MattoxHall

J&S WIG & STYLING SALON
PHONE 623-6557
FIRST QUALITY ONLY

"I consider myself a better bartender
than most men. Most barmaids do the job
better than men do."
— Covington, Ky., barmaid Evelyn Valardo
who has openly violated a state law prohibiting female bartenders.
"We might be the first people to go fascist by the democratic vote, and that would
be something not even the Germans or the
Italians did."
— Historian William L. Shirer comparing
the United States and Nazi Germany.
■

-

"Man Wasn't made to live alone. Neither
was woman. I've tried being single. It does
not work."
— Comedian Groucho Marx, who has been
divorced three times.

$27.99
ROBLEE

OWNER

SUDA STORY
FAMOUS NAME BRAND WIGS
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES!!
BOUTIQUE, HELEN OF TROY, CHRISARNO. WIG MASTERS!
VALUE OUR PRICE
-.- !,f2*!5
!l?"fS
!*22'52
liMS
15
*W °°2
firSS
22°2
!£HX
* 75-00
1*9.00
*125°°
I&5!
% *5:00
jlfJJ
» 30.00
$ 785

JUST OUT!! 100% HUMAN HAIR WIG & FALL COMBINED.
WEAR IT AS A FULL WIG, OR AS A FALL $175 VAL $48.
NEW SHIPMENT OF,"KANEKALON" WIGS, ALL COLORS,
NEVER NEED TO BE STYLED, WASH & WEAR, $50. VAL $25.
COMPLETE CARE & STYLING OF WIGS. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO
PURCHASE YOUR WIG OR HAIRPIECE FROM J&S TO RECIEVE
THESE PRICES!! LICENSED BEAUTICIANS ON DUTY AT ALL "J&S
WIG & STYLING SALONS."

f\

May I Quote You?

Strap. (List Colors)

STYLIST
WANDA WILLE

WIG STYLING. PRICE INCLUDES
CLEANING. CONDITIONING AND
STYLING!!
SYNTHETIC COMB OUT ...... $3.00
WIGS
©.00
WiGLETS
3.00
CASCADE
4.00
FALLS
4.50
CUTS
1.00

Another novice on stage is DANNY
KENT who plays the Logician with -the
right amount of self-satisfaction. Together
with HAROLD McCAY, the Old Gentleman, they hold their own in their amusing
conversation that counterpoints a conversation acted by seniors in the most difficult
scene in the play. Ionesco has constructed
this ironic double conversation with special
care to make us aware of how the very
form of our language reflects our inner
life. The word is no longer suited to the
action, to the feeling; the two pairs of men
carry on the same conversation apropos of
entirely different situations. When our
language indicates only thoughtlessness,
loss of feeling, and the dulling of individuality, as Ionesco shows, we may as well
have grey, thick skins, and herd with brutal
lower animals.
Senior LARRY PERGRAM, playing
Jean, conveys well the qualities of spirit
that match those of the rhinoceros. By Jean's
transformation before our very eyes, Ionesco
suggests the demoralizing effects of conditioning.
Along with Currans and Pergram, TONI
TRIMBLE,, a Housewife, and RUDD PARSONS, Mr. Papillon, are members of the
Alpha Psi Omega National Dramatic Society. In these two performances we can
easily recognize the limited attitudes of the
sentimentalist and the boss who thinks of
his employees only in terms of what they
can produce. FRED de JACO, old Botard,
and MIKE CURJ^Y, the Cafe Proprietor,
also turn in good cameo performances, but
they need to take care that they don't throw
away some of their key lines.
Even though NAN FRITZ, the Waitress,
and PENNY H-ASEKOESTER and PAUL
PRAITHER, the Old Couple, have few
lines, they must appreciate the essential
nature of their parts.
Double applause ought to go to the cast
for doubling as stage crew under the able
management of KEITH JOHNSON. How

they manipulate all the set pieces and furniture on that tiny stage is a wonder. Incidentally, the overhead pipes you see are not
battens the stage manager forgot, but the
bathroom plumbing of the second floor of
the Student Union Building; the theatre has
no fly gallery.
RANDY McDANIEL, RUTH MOORE,
and JOE SPRADLIN contributed the effective rhinoceros masks that with their
realism reinforced the fantasy that is true.
My five-year-old companion, entreating his
grandmother to see the play, assured her
that "It's not scary; it just makes you fed
sad."
The child accurately sensed the spirit of
Ionescos writing, and some credit for this
goes to the director and all the people who
worked many often tedious hours to create
for us this production. While "Rhinoceros"
is Ionescos lament for lost souls and for
the absurdity of that potentiality, the play
is also a human comedy.
Phyllis Hetrick
Assistant Professor of English

An updating of the
traditional. The classic
cap toe and the popular

15% Discount for Eastern
Coeds With I.D.

HUMAN HAIR WTGB „
HUMAN HAIR HAND TIED WIGS
HUMAN HAIR HAND TIED STRETCH WIGS
HUMAN HAIR LONG HAND TIED WIG
HUMAN HAIR MINI PALL
HUMAN HAIR LONG FALL
HUMAN HAIR CASCADE
HUMAN HAIR WIGLET

"concentration" with each performance to
come.

Very new...
very now...

CORNER OF S. 1st. & MAIN ST. IN RICHMOND &
1945 HARROOSBURG RD. IN LEXINGTON, KY.

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100'/,
100%
100%

re-

makes "the play the thing."
Whatever else can be said about Miss
Bomar's cast, one fact is that as an ensemble they successfully project the vitality that
helps us keep our faith in man. The appreciative applause of last Friday's audience
made us all one.
It is true of all performing arts in general and Anne Bomar's cast in particular
that the success of the group depends upon
each individual's faithfulness to himself.
This is one of the features that makes art
a metaphor for life; that is why Shakespeare can write "all the world's a stage."
It is not surprising, therefore, that the performance of the highest quality comes from
the cast member most experienced in life,
Mrs. ROSALYN ROZEN, a graduate student in Speech and Drama who, I am told,
is also a housewife of middle age. Even in
her short role as. the Grocer's Wife, her
body reveals that,as an actress she is always
thinking, even when as a character she
spouts cliches. Mrs. Rozen can internalize
the playwright's material and then project
it with credibility. One word sums up th£
task, "concentration." Her presence in the
cast illustrates the special value of educational theatre, that while the students can
learn by doing, they are learning also by
working with and watching the more experienced of their group.
Another person of wide experience,
JOHN CURRANS, acts the longest and
also the most demanding role, Berenger, a
young man who has problems relating to
his girl friend. A senior, Mr. Currans returns to EKU this year from a tour of combat duty in Vietnam. His acting, especially
his facial expressions as he develops through
the play, suggests the positive value of any
kind of experience. His special problem is
analogous to that of the actor who plays
Macbeth. At the end of the play, in less
than a minute, the actors have to project
the decision that dignifies the characters,
makes them heroes-for the audience; they
chose to stand alone against the forces that
would deprive them of manhood.
Miss Bomar has achieved a smoothness
in her production that is commendable when
one notes how many freshmen there are in
this cast.
^ DEBBIF/R1CKWALD is gifted with a
fine voice that by careful training cbdld become a great instrument. She plays Daisy
with the poise that shows good self-control;
now she is free to work on internalizing
some of the lines. For instance, to convince
us of the horror of loneliness she might
concentrate on feeling it rather than looking
around and up at the ceiling.
I understand that RICK DIEHL, a Fireman, BOB GRAYV Dudard, DON MEADE
the Grocer, and 'KATHY PARIS, Mrs.
Boeuf, are also freshmen. They make a
promising contribution to this production,
and I trust that they, too, will improve

Her crocheted string knit
ensemble is an eye-popper,
featuring bikini, bra and
long beach dress. The guys
dig it. Know why? You look
so doggone sophisticated
and respectable while you
display your God-given

FIRST NATIONAL
BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE
SHOPPERS CHARGE
HOURS:
9:30 to 5:00
MON. THRU SAT.
9:30 to 8:00 ON FRI.

t3,entS

-

Mastercharge

B & H SHOES
.

UNIVERSITY POPPING CENTER

212 Wctar St.

Either place, there's sun, a
beach, something to do and
somebody to do it with.
That's why Brentwood got
so all-out wild with their
new floral print swim trunks
for men. And see how Brentwood's tank tops go with
both, trunks or the striped
pool pant.
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Student Teacher 'Not A Passive Participant'
Dr. Stratemeyer Notes At Pre-Teach Session
vising teacher and student teacher become partner* in this
venture (student teaching)."
A
reversal of role during
student teaching was stressed
by Dr. Stratemeyer. This happens when the supervising teacher and student teacher help each
other learn through direct experience which causes a student
teacher to change to a "teacher
student"
According to Dr. Stratemeyer
the pre-teaching experience Is a
"five fold opportunity for the
student teacher."
Student
teachers "gain understanding beyond verbalisation." It gives
them insight to teaching- theory.
They are able to find bat how
the theories work.

BY PATRICIA OABR
Academic Editor
What's the best advice somecould give a student teacher?
"The student teacher ought
not be a passive participant at
any time," Dr. Florence B. Stratemeyer, distinguished professor
of education said at the Student
Teacher Conference In Brock
Auditorium last Saturday morning.
The remark was directed to
434 student teachers who began
their pre-teaching experience
this past Monday.
Dr. Stratemeyer spoke on the
topic "Four Eyes and Four Hands"
which "happens when a super-

The experience enables them
"to develop power to Judge."
It also provides an "opportunity to ask questions." They
are able to satisfy their curiosity by experimentation. It enables them to see the needs of
education more clearly.
Student teaching enables a
student to tost his ability. It
helps answer the question, "Do
I act in keeping with my feelings?"
It also provides an opportunity for an "initial gain of security of confidence." A student must "develop confidence"
before be can "begin to teach."
(Continued on Page Five)
. -i

Banquet Tuesday;
Tickets Now On Sale

Canf ield Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
AcroH From Krogert—Phone 623-4010

Honda Special

Tickets I are being sold now
tor next Tuesday's banquet of
the Association of Childhood Education. Signs have been posted
in the residence halls listing persons selling tickets. Gay Stalwart, 623-1994, also may be
contacted
about the banquet.
The banquet will be at 7 p.m.
in the President's Room, Student Union. Sue Arbuthnot of the
University of Nebraska will be
guest speaker; her tonic> win
be "Expanding Children's World

•jfn

Through Literature." Tickets must be purchased In advance for $2.50.
Dr. Arbuthnot has taught all
elementary grades and lias been
an elementary school principal. She received
her B.A.
and M. A. at the University of
Nebraska and her Ph. D. from
Colorado State.
Tickets for the banquet should
be purchased as soon as possible, preferably by Monday. ..,
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College Bills Pending

Men's Sandals

As Legislature Ends

Regular $8.95

Now $4.95
Maroon Surfer
Tennis Shoes
Regular $8.95

—

Tennis Shoe Clearance
Regular $7.95 • $10.95

Now $2.00 -$4.00

Am&ljilDis

■lNCORFORATED>

There's one more day for toe
current Kentucky legislativesesslon-and one more day for the
House of Representatives and the
Senate to determine the fate
of a bill that would affect higher
education in Kentucky.
The highly publicized measure
ls Senate Bill 148. favorably reported by the Senate Education
Committee, which calls for a
strengthened state Council on
Public Higher Education.
Criticism of the original bill
iwas toe power It gave to the
Council to approve university
and authority to approye
programs andeonstructthat has "a significant financial impact" on the state institutions.
Last minute revising has
amended the bill to give the
ell authority only to review
budget requests and Unit its
thorlty to approve new programs and campus construction.
President Robert R. Martin,
along wlthPresldent AdronDoran
of Morebead State University,
have consistently opposed passage of the bill, maintaining that
the shift to a central council could
only harm higher education In the
state as they feel the emphasis
would be on control, and not
coordination, of the state's higher education system.

in other action, the Education
Committee killed a bill which*
would give the student and fac^ members of the Board of
Regents the right to vote,
Another bill which has gone
out of committee calls for a
charge of sales tax on merchandisc sold by university campus

Three More Curtain-Calls

bookstores.

Sunrise Service
Easter Sunday
The annual sunrise service!
in the Van Pearsem Pavilion will
be Sunday, March 29, 1970, at
7- o'clock.
Rev. T.L. McSwaln of the First j
Baptist Church, Richmond, will
be the speaker.

'Illusion'
Sunday Film

John Currans, left, and Larry Pengram are
members of the cast of "Rhinoceros," a
comedy by Eugene Ionesco, which the .University Theatre is presenting tonight (Thursday), Friday and Saturday at 8 in the Pearl
Buchanan Theater. Miss Anne Bomar, instructor in drama and speech, is the play's
director. Tickets may be purchased at the box
office In the theatre lobby from 3-6 p.m.

Founder's Day Wednesday;
Holt To Speak At Dinner

~ .. « %,. vica president and assistant to
Dr. Andrew David Holt.prespre8ldent at the University,
dent
of
the
University
of
TenHfi
hag seryed M a gcnool
"Grand Illusion," an anti-war
W
^!S**teacher, athletic coach, princlcUaslc tbmA apriaon escape of «•«"•» ^ *"**
Frencn aTUtors in World War I, f^ J? observance of Founders ^ ^ suptrvlsor „*, fa^ bcJ
.^ -.1
.,„ a leader In numerous civic and
m ^ Sunday's film as a part W|" """V
1 f cu
^thTlin^nattlonal Film Series. * **>•
"f^
*
**
i
™^J*"
professional organlgatlons. He
at
*»f° p,m- m me staamt has published several books and
Tbe mm made In 1887, Is French J«
articles.
p.m. in the Grlse Room.
^ ^^ m9 He {orn)flr]ym
He received the doctor of philosophy and the doctor of laws
degrees from Union University,
Jackson, Tenn.; the doctor of
letters' degree from Tusculum
College, Greenevllle, Tenn., and
the doctor of science degree
from toe University of Chattanooga. He received the master of
science degree from Columbia
University.

EIDERS

Richmond's
Family Store
Since 1893

■r

Welcome Back To
Eastern and Richmond

m

Jtm »&.

Where it's easy to park
and a pleasure to shop
Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M.

This year. Founders
Dayj
marks toe 64th anniversary of
Former Governor J.C.W. Beckham's signature of a 1906 act
creating Eastern Kentucky State
Normal School from . which the
University
grew. However,
higher education was born on the
campus 96 years ago when Central University was founded^.

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Cunning flows
create a fashion
whirlpool in our
Castle Clinger selection.
8" twilly slacks with side
zipper and hugger-adjustable waist, 8-18, 18.00;
h a highboy pointed collar
musketeer blouse to match, 8-18,
13.00. Come up from casual with
a dressy three-piece number. Body-cut
four-button vest, sheath skirt, and matching
musketeer blouse. Vest and skirt, 8-18,25.00.
Choose from Aqua Mist, Lemon Creme, Peach Sherbet, Rose Mauve or Eggshell. All machine washable
and dryable.

today and Friday, and from 4-8 p.m. on
Saturday. For reservations, call 622-3840.
Reserved tickets must b*. picked., i^ofrtPnA*
for by 6 p.m. on the date
Admission prices are: high S*fe*ol..76 cents; EKU students, SI? and general admission, $1.28. This picture was taken during
a rehearsal. Review, Page three.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

Where You Get GhraRty
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week

Watch Foil.
A girl's watch left about two
(weeks ago in a classroom on the
third floor of the Roark Building may be claimed in Roark206.
.-

BEST VALUE IH

Seamless

SWEAR, SURTS
ES, SWEATERS
/

SHOP

MESH
HOSE

111 WEST MAM ST. RCHMO*. KY.

Steaks,
FRIED CHICKEN! We've bean refinanj ear
ever since 1940 and we're
ef tee oee wn re presoetinaj te
toners today. TMnk of It

2 prs.
SJOO

BEIMfFR/XINI KLIN
•Z3-49I1

Soidwiches. Yes! But
Hurt's Not All!

'6M BOY
Across From The Cmpu
FOR CARRY OUT CALL 623 4100

i«
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Here Comes 'Da Judge . . .
Work Is 'Gratifying
BY STUABT BEAOAN

Robert Leu* was Introduced to

I

I

the Coort as the Court wasn't
£ mac* last year."
The Court's Jurisdiction «a»
«,!2UBT^,b^i»«oftms
academic year to Include appeals

Teachers
(Continued from P»«e Four) The student teacher should
share the supervising teacher's
"Student teaching is all those responsibilities such as sponparts we've been talking about at soring dubs attending faculty
college," said Dr. Stratemeyer. meetings ard conferences with
The student teaching experience parents.
enables a student to put parts Sharing the supervising teachtogether and Into practice.
er's responsibilities "helps a
Dr. Stratemeyer stated that student teacher see himself
to realise these gains, "four as an lndivlduaL" Dr. Stratehands and four eyes," the super- meyer said that when tms hapvising teacher and student must pens the student teacher "will
work together. They must syn- be able to see the students as
chronize their efforts.
Individuals."
"To make a mistake is not a
Co-operative planning and cocrime-but to make it over and operative evaluation are two
over is wrong " Dr. Stratemey- more ways of being more proer said while listing four ways of ductive. Co-operative planning
working to be productive. She brings an understanding of the
stressed that the supervising basic educational principles. Dr.
teacher and student teacherteach Stratemeyer said that co-operaco-operatively.
Co-operative tive evaluation is descriptive
teaching "provides security" and constructive.
and "provides a natural way
"You are two people growing
together," said Dr. Stratemeyer.^
to correct errors."
Co-operative teaching should "I guess that's why the valuebe done in a range of activities of student teaching has never;
according to Dr. Stratemeyer. been questioned."

Student
^c~JJd?™?Jn4
rob- trirtjMM Court
sessions are marks ttoat wax
fed. t*P "^ «»j«!S5Sdignity Of the Court this year as

portion of his Junior year, and ^^^^'3attn7dlrect- mance, Laux said "If the adfostered this affiliation for near a ™
^.nT^rnmeiitaffalrs. ministration would Uke to show
year until he has now become an ** to ***** «orernmeiK«imir^ "»,„, or ^tlsfactionwlth
Influential member In Student
Laux says of his fellow Jud- th9 student Court peformance,
Government.
KM <«We have highly qualified location of additional Court JurLaux, who Is more commonly justices, not super-brains, but in- lsd|Ction would be the best way/'
known as Barte Is presently terested. average students." Laux when questioned as to what sort
Chief Justice
of the Student pointed out that the only dlf- ^ extended jurisdiction Laux
Court being appointed by Stu- fersnce
between himself and
[ "The Court could handle
dent Government President Jim non-Court member students Is the Job of the Dormitory Judicial
Pellegrinon tms past Call. Laux that "I have time to devote to the Boards."
refers to his term as Chief Jus- Court, and perhaps they .do not."
ttce as "one of my most grail*
Laux also attributes the dil- He said he wanted students to
fying experiences."
lgence of the Court Secretary, know that the Student Court!Isa
Laux, who IS a senior pollti- Betty Buschmeyer, as reason for branch of the student body and not
cal science major fromSarasota, Court success.
an extension of theStudent Council
Pis,, found his way to Eastern
And he seems, convinced of or the University's administraat the suggestion of his local school student Court efficiency,
tion.
board which regarded EKU as a
«The
Court Is functioning
"fine small college." Political better than any agency on cam- Although Laux Is involved with
science Is Lame's general Inter- pus whether or not on payroll." the Student Court, his campus
est, but his mala area of conactivities have not been exclus"The first goal of the Court ively limited to this area, Laux
cern Is law.
•1 would like to practice law Is to gain respect. However. was a member of the Rifle Team
more than anything " he said, perhaps we haven't won acknow- his freshmen year and has unAccordlng to Laux the Stu- lodgement . . . Many students, successfully contended for a class
dent Court was established by who are not necessarily apathetic, office twice.
the 1865 Student Government are not familiar with the Judlconstitution. He described the clary channels and only learn of
(Ootlnued on Page Seven)
Court, still relatively new at the Court when they find themEastern, as "a building year for selves In trouble," he said.

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND PLAZA UNIYBBSTTY CENTER

Super-Brain MENSA
ers
Takes High
BT JUDI LEDFORD
Fine Arts
Are you a mod brain?
Got a real groovy cerebellum?
Think you can really IQ-ltlnthe
idea-lncubation department?
There's a way to find out for
And you might even learn that
you're smarter than you think
youare. .
Mi':.as- you perhaps are Included to suspect, you truly have
super cells In your cranial cavity,
you're eligible to membership in
the most exclusive International
Intellectual group In the world.
That group Is called MENBA.
Sir Cyril Burt, Professor of
Psychology at London University, originated the concept of a
panel of higbry-intelligent people
to counsel statesmen and other
decision makerrona BBC radio
broadcast in 1945.
"London attorney Roland Berril
administered standard I.Q. tests
to a select group of individuals,
, t: l:
t
and with the
high-scorers
founded MENSA within a year.
The elite group grew steadI
ily in England and spread to the
United States in 1957. In less than
a decade' tins country had more
than 10,000 members.
MENSA has active chapters In
14 countries providing a worldwide membership of more than 18,000 people. It Is a roundtable
society-Mensa being the Latin
word for table-In which there Is
no special precedence or privilege.
The qualification for membership is that you must have an IQ
higher than that of 98 per cent of
the general population. In other
words, you must be In the upper
two per cent brainpower bracket among the world's four Mi*.«.
lton population.
*
MENBA cuts across sociaL po?**' litical
and economic barriers;
a variety of socio-economic occupational groups Is represented
in Its membership. ,
Members* ages range from
eight to 80 life styles vary
from
ascetic to opulent, occupations include folkstngers,
doctors, farm laborers, corporate executives housewives,
students and belly dancers.
For such reasons, MENSA meetings are not only Informative but
about as lively as anyone could
wish.
One of the primary purposes of
the society is research in psychology and the social sciences.
Members are often called upon to
volunteer for psychological experiments ranging from studies
on the interrelationship between
creativity and personality fac-

tors to an examination of the effects of hypnosis on extrasensory perception (ESP).
In additon to its research
programs MENSA, is also concerned with the promotion of a
productive life for intelligent people. Toward this end, some
members have formed MENSA
Schools for gifted children, while
others have established MENSA
Unlverity for adult . education.
Through the MENSA Friends
Program, members throughout
the United States offer personal
aid to Intelligent inmates at correctional Institutions.
There are more than 125 local
groups In the U.S., a dozen in
Canada and more than 50 m Great
Britain. Local groups, each coordinated by an elected local secretary, exist In many other countries throughout the world.
Of the American - groups, about
50 currently publish their own
periodicals. All members receive the "Mensa Journal" and
the "Mensa Bulletin " the American Mensa Committee's monthly
newsletter, which Includes features, member's articles and letters, personal advertisements
and an activities calendar.
Monthly meetings, usually featuring a qualified speaking, are
held by MENSA groups throughout the world. Smaller study or
special interest groups meet
separately, and there are also
Informal social get-together»sat
members' homes, restaurants and
coffeehouses.
Members' Interests range
from gourmet cooking and needlepoint to fiscal policy and Slavic
languages. Ms play stringed instruments, bridge and softball.
American MENSA's activities
culminate to the Annual Gathering each spring. Held In a different city every year, the Annual Gathering attracts members
from all parts of the UA
andCanada.

The Religion of Jesus
was Judaism —
The Religion about
Jesus became
Christianity.
You can't be truly religious
unless you understand the
Jewish Religion.

Scope
Mouthwosh
v.

12 CHE.

1.19 Value

'His Honor'
a senior political science major, U serving his
third semester on the Student 'Court.
(Photo by Greg Whalen)

Barte Laux. chief justice of the Student Court,
reviews a resolution that he plans to offer
the Student Government Association. Laux,
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Ifs ANDY's for Pizza

That's Out of this World

MOTION MCTU1
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM
March 19—Thursday
No Movie
Stewart Alaop, Addrees

1.05 Value

16 Varieties
Cheese
Onions
ANDY'S Special
Sausage ........

March 20—Friday
March Jl—Saturday
SAM WHISKEY
Angle Dickinson, Bart Reynolds
CUnt Walker

Pepperoni
%t

Ham . i,.... •'gf.»j>

Shoulders
Lotion

Qreen Pepper ..
Mushroom ....»
Bacon ..•....••••
Tuna Fish
Shrimp ........
Anchovies
Friday Special .
House Special ..

Ne Movie

Ne
THREE INTO TWO
WONT GO
Rod Steiger, Claire Btoof
JwdyGeeeoa

$1.65 Value

^CLAIROL VALUES

WE
DELIVER

THOSE WERE THE
HAPPY DAYS
June

i.-.'A ~

ANDY'S
Pizza Palo

ONCE UPON A TIME
IN THE WEST
Selected Short Subjects All
Programs — Ticket Office
Ovens 7:80 PJL — Show
Starts 8:06 PJL
Arhnlesinn 76c Children
fMdiTf 111—ate

Toothpaste

110 South Second Street

■

Survival in
the Seventies
Depends Upon
Your Being
Informed

Phone 623-5400

WRIGHT SLACKS
GOOD

LOVING CARE—
PSSSSST SHAMPOO—
GREAT BODY—

CHOCOLATES

Send $2.00 for

"JEWISH
INFORMATION'
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On April 22nd the first National Environanc
mental Teach-in will be held att colleges and
on. If you're
universities across the nation,
asking yourself what CM I H. THE Effi
ill serve as. si
VIRONMENTAl HANDBOOK will
source of ideas and tactics.
Otktr related tltltv
THC POPULATION SOMS
by Or. Paul R. Crunch <95cl
(95cl I
THC FRAIL 0CCM by Wesley Man
MOMENT IN TNt SON
by leona t Robert Rieno* (95.
s s T and SM)C lm NawsiMS
by William R. ShutcliK (95c»
PER US Of THE PEACIfUl ATOM:
TM My* of SaH Nuclear P»*er Plants
by Richard Curtis «. Elizabeth Hofan ($1 251
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Available whertvtr
QTj) BALIANTINE BOOKS art sold

Wright Slacks are fir looking good on
the hanger and on you. The secret? Fit.
So if you want good fashion in the season's newest colors and fabrics, think
Wright. Wright Slacks ... try them on
for size at any good store.

uuriQinti slacks

$2.25 lb.

<i it**

The one gift ho
one ever exchanges.

i.
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Whitney Is Ne\y PR Battalion
Eastern Named Headquarters; Robey Second In Cc$nmand
commander of "Company R-l" going into its 15th year of service
at Eastern, was replaced by officer Mike Cowman, a. senior
from Wilmington, Ohio.
Whitney, com en ting on his assignment as commanding officer,
stated that, "It's my job as 2nd
Battalion Commander to see that
these six universities function
within the grounds of both the national and regimental constitutions."
He said that since he took over
the responsibility as Head Commander of 2nd Battalion, his main
task has been "to Inspect the
units under my authority for nominations for the 'best' and 'most
improved' company in 2nd Battalion."
Whitney explained that "there
is a 'John Archer Award' for
the best company of which the
members of the company who
wins are awarded a ribbon in addition to a trophy which rotates
each year."
. j
Whitney is responsible foi? deciding which university's company will win the award. Thi

BY KEN GREEN
Staff

it-

The company commander of
Eastern's Pershing Rifles, Lt,
Colonel Jack Whitney, has been
elected by a S to 1 vote to become the new head commander of
2nd Battahon-lst Regiment of the
National Pershing Rifles military
fraternity.
The election ceremony was
conducted at Ohio State University, the location of the 1st Regiment Headquarters.
Not only was Lt. Col. Whitney
assigned "sole authority over the
six universities which comprise
2nd Battalion," but Eastern Kentucky University has been named
battalion headquarters.
2nd Battalion is "one of three
battalions that make up the First
Regiment, which Is also the largest of the 17 regiments that compose the National Pershing Rifles," Whitney said.
Second In command to Whitney
is executive officer, Major Ken
Robey, who is also an Eastern
student Whitney, who bad been

CLICK'S
Radio & TV Service
W. IRVINE SIKH PHOKE 623-3272

C0L0NELBURGER
PEPSI
%

'

-rrr

FREE
FRIED PIE
DIAL 623-4158

1 consider the Army as part
of my college education and feel
ihat it Is my responsibility to
myself and my country to serve
my two years active service when ■
** finish school," he said.
f Whitney, a senior from Sunbury, Ohio, is "not planning to
serve a. military career In the
;-Army," but plans to continue
with his education and "work
toward my masters degree
in business after graduation. "He
plans to complete his military duty alter he receives his masters
^degree.

Clarlnetist and Judy Sigman, Cook's program will consist Of
One of the major musical events Flautist in a Senior Recital In selections pf Vivaldi, Stamits,
■of 1910 at Eastern will be A Room 300 of Foster Music Bull- 5°Eza» Bertholon# Grndahl and
concert March 23 by the Louis- ding next Tuesday, at 8 p,m. qhallan. The recital will be free.
ville Orchestra directed by. As- Accompanist for Miss Sigman '
m00
sociate Conductor Yoav Talmi. will be Karen Brickey; accom
accom- *
i
The concert in Hiram Brock panylng Mr. Fisk will be Mrs. The Lucas Hoving Dance Com[auditorium, sponsored by the EKU ■%£££££
pany of New York.Ctty is returnmusical department and the KenMiss Sigman's program willing to Eastern with a new proArts Commission, will be- consist of selections by Giovanni gram.
at 8 p.m.
Plattl, Paul Hindemlth and Hoving will bring a company
Soloists will be Meter Mc- Charles Wider.
<.. of three men and three women
Hugh, violin, and Daniel McAnFisk will present selections here for a concert in Hiram
nich, oboe.
by Wagner, Stamltz and Etier. Brock Auditorium,
'Tu««4ay»
The program will include the
Mr. Robert Cook, instructor in March 81 at 8 p.m.
ny No.' 2 by Max Bruch, bassoon, will present a faculty The Hoving concert is sponConcerto for Violin and Oboe by recltal in toe Edwards Auditor-sored by.the Eastern Dance TheaBach and the Suite from the bal- lum of toe Model Laboratory ter, directed by Mrs. Virginia
et toe Firebird, by Stravinsky. School of Eastern at 8 p.m. Jinks, in cooperation with toe
'•Since 1955, when the Lonls- Thursday, March 26.
Kentucky Arts Commission. The
e Orchestra released its first
He will be accompanied by concert will benefit toe summer
recording on its own label of the Joseph Dl Paizza, also a mem- studies scholarship fund of toe
remleres of newly commissioned ber of the faculty of toe Depart- Dance Theatre.
rks, the name and reputatonof ment of Music, and willbeassls- This year's program will inOrchestra became, and still ted by Professor Earl Thomas elude three pieces new to Kenthat of one of; the most imag- of toe faculty and a string en-tucky audiences:
ve musical' institutions in semble consisting of Glenn Ah-. "Aubade'
(mornmgsong),
country/' according to Dr. gus and William Hassay, Violins, which reflects toe doubts and exrge E. Muns, chairman of the Barbara Stotzko, Viola, Buddy hilarations of all things new;
KU music department.
Rhodes, <Mlo and Danny Harris, "Uppercase," a design study for
By the end of last year, the String Bass.
two dancers, remindful of a parOrchestra had released 96 LP
Cook's program will consist of ody of toe classic pas de deux;
records containing 800 compo- selections by Vivaldi, Stamltz, and "Opus 69," which gives a
siuons Dy uu composers, "* BoMa# Bertholon, Grndahl and kaleidoscopic view of today's
remarkable achievement of inter- chaUan. Th9 recital wlU befree. aociety.
national importance'' says the
Hovlng's choreography has
MpK* Library^ Association's
•..
r fartfed hftn grants from the NatJW$
T£!' l^LaHSfc-' ,.
Mr Rohart cook Instructor *ott« Enaowmentfer theArtsand
,0r
¥^i2*^S!S
' in £Jo2Twin weseotafa£tt« government of Holland. For
merly conducted the Conserve- ~ *MOOn» **" pI5!zr*. *iP*2 14 vears he was principal dantory yorch«tra and toe Israeli JgJJ-g1*SodeXboratotvcVwUh£■ MuSTcfcSArmy Orchestra in Tel-Aviv. He itorium of toModel jffjjj* any. He is on toe faculty of Teacame to the UA in 1968 to !&*,*£*&* 8 P'm' chers College, Columbia Univer-

The New Commander
Jack Whitney, left, la the new head commander of 2nd Battalion-lst Regiment of
the National Pershing Rifles military fraternity. Whitney, a senior, directs six univer-

RICHMOND, KY,

variables. But this is impossible he is least able to control are
in religion, because no one has often those In religion..
Religion leaves many questions
identical beliefs and spiritual
unanswered
because there Is no
experiences.
"Since material things never
really die, but are only trans- I ','A religious experience)" said "scientific" evidence to formumuted, lt may be possible for Wilcox, "varies directly with s late answers. Everyone must beyou to have some molecules of person's environment—a moun- lieve in the creation, he said,
Cleopatra, Julius Caesar, Win- tain-top experience as it is called but not necessarily one of the
the Bible. It is not tacts two described in Genesis. Did
ston Churchill, or Jack Kennedy in
which divide men, but their in- toe universe Just happen or did
in you."
God create it?
This was one of the points terpretations of facts.
"Religion
is
primarily
con"A man can believe in evolumade by Dr. Harold E. Wilcox
who spoke here Monday night, cerned with things that are im- tion and still be a Christian. I
sponsored by the National Science possible to measure with tools, s believe that the process is going
Foundation.: His topic was So much has to be accepted by on all toe time. Therefore.. I
faith or revelation,"
believe in miracles. But if you
"Science and Religion."
Religion
is
what
God
is,
what
say that anything that's not nor"This is difficult for me to
man
is,
and
the
meaning
of
life
mal, a miracle, was caused by
speak about," he said. "I try to
be a scientist, not a theologian. itself. Man, according to Wil- toe Intervention' of God, you are
Religion is anything of ultimate cox, is the crown of God's crea- saying that he wasn't there in
tion. By toe spirit of toe age, toe first place."
concern to a person.
"Life Itself is a miracle; you
"My best definition for science man is forced into skepticism of
his
own
thinking.
His
outer
concan't
definitely say that God is
would be man's attempt to understand his universe—both Inner fidence conceals a lack of inner found in time and space. If he is
a spirit, you can't look for him
and outer. Each encroaches on spiritual self-confidence.
"I
once
heard
a
student
say,"
with scientific tools. You can't
toe other."
With the "so-called" scientific he said, " 'There's so much that prove any of this anymore than
method scientists can measure I don't know.' Well, glory be! you can 'prove' that, there is or
most anything—even things un- That's the first step toward edu- isn't life after death."
. seen and unheard. They can carry cation. With all your learning, According to Wilcox, there ks
/Hit, experiments and reproduce you must nave understanding.." no death as such of matertal
I Man is in a unique situation, things. Matter and energy, ma'taccording to Wilcox, because he tergy, Is the sum total of matcan control many things for his
(Centlnaed on Page Seven)
betterment But those things that
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"IT GRIPPED ME AS STRONGLY
- AS ANYTHING I HAVE
RECENTLY SEEN ON THE
SCREEN! A really good movie
about sport! Anyone, whether he
cares about this sport or any
sport, must respond! 'Downhill
Racer' is invigorating... good,
strong, purging stuff!"
-ffichard tckiclwl. Lil* Magannt

"DAZZLING .:. BEAUTIFULLY
CRAFTED MOVIE! Its hero,
expertly played by Robert
Redford, Is perfect! The race .
photography is a large wonder!
And the climsx is a brilliant
dramatic construction!"

LOGOS The Philosophy Club,
will meet tonight at 8 in Moore
107. Jerry .Smith from Pennsylvania State College will speak;
Ida topic will be "About Moral- ity." All persons are Invited.

Next Wednesday'sHPER meeting will be a swimming party
In Donald Combs Natatorium
from 7 to 9 p.m. Members should
provide their own Swimming suit
and towel. The program originally scheduled, which concerned
Job applications and interviews,
has been omitted since some
student teachers have left campus.
KDT Celebrated Birthday

Kappa Delta Tau service sorority celebrated its seventh
birthday March 11. Founded in
1963 the KDT's are one of the
\SfXRV DOWNHILL RACER /oldest organised groups on camXomao*- «■
rgfigr
leTafVi^i ji>yy!**»■' jkwt"
pus.
^^••e^p MoffMstonif Newiwiofc

Register weekly for $10 gift certificate
to be given away Weeks of
3-16 and 3-23
Drawings for each certificate will be

R0BERTREDF0RD GENEHACKIH

\

Saturday, 3-21 for week of 3-16
Saturday, 3-28 for week of 3-23
Monday, 3-30 one name will be drawn from all
registered cards for a free Florida wardrobe
of your choice consisting of:
i

A Swim Suit value $15, pants value $8, cotton knit dress value $15
a knit top value $4, and sunglasses value $7.

294 S. Second
Browsing Time
11 to 8

Sat. 'til 6
Was

(Photo by Ken Harlow)

BY SONJTA FOUBY
Feature Editor

(EDTTOR-ft NOTE: Offletal
ttene may eawe
the summer of 1966, he studied
C
fee this new
and conducted at Aspen. He re- ment of Music, and will be as-**^V^Kil, 25*£
slsted by Professor Earl Thomas .^ J""*" "SJJSLfS.S"
to CWb-rMty, The Preceived a diploma In conducting of
the faculty and a string en-^•d »• Dance Theatre mem- areas,
Floor,
at the Moxarteum in Salzburg.
Building )
and William Hassay, Violins,«J *J'"^Jj*^ "•CM"r*
Barbara Stutxko, Viola, Buddy *«""■ "^"V**".. ,
Republicans Meet Tonlgbt
...
Rhodes, CeUo and Danny Bar- Student tickets are f 1 in advance or $1.50 at the door.
rls, String Bass.
College Republicans will meet
at 6:45 tonight In the Ferrell
Room.
The Department of Music of
Eastern will present Mike Fisk,
LOGOS

NOTHING SHORT OF THRILLING!

.12 ft

sitiee which comprise the 2nd Battalio*.
Eastern also has been named battalion headquarters.

Speaker Notes That Man
Is Crown Of Gods Creation

lsra* CulturnlFoundaiion.During JJ-g » g-.^ ■££ ^S£S}i. Hang's

COLONEL
BI& HILL AVE.

ected," Cowman pointed out.
Whitney is scheduled to parclpate In several "'inspection
ours." the next one being at 1st
Headquarters in
Columbus, Ohio, at Ohio State.
is is a drill meet involving
the three battalions that compose
the "tat Regiment, and which will
11 4. Whitney will also be
ting 2nd Battalion at the
Perjshing Rifles National Conventl&r*. The convention will be at
lnlty University in San AnTex,, March 27 through

Recitals, Roving Dance Company,
Louisville Orchestra To Be re

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car Radios

"rotating trophy" is something
that he initiated mis year.
In regard to the function of battalion headquarters at Eastern,
which has 62 members enrolled
in the EPR's including the co-ed
affiliated "Vallianettes," Whitney has "sole authority over
all six university chapters and
could recommend that any of their
charters be revoked." He also
has the power to "reduce a
captain to a private if. I think
it's necessary, or step in on
any matter mat may arise in a
particular company."
Company R-L, sponsored by
military science Instructor Major Neman Brewster, Is the "defending battalion champ" having
won the "John Archer Award"
two out of the last three years.
Company commander Cowman
feels that, "Eastern's R-l Company has a very good chance of
winning the 'Archer Award' agmln this year."
"There wasn't a winner last
year because the award was declared', void in that Central State
University failed to be
ln-

mm mm m®.
"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT UKAH0HS- HUN STREET & BIG Hill AVENUE

TAYLOR'S
SPORTING G • I*ii
All Your
equipment
shoes and
bails, bags

Golf and BasebaH
is in stock. BasebaH
gloves. Golf shoes,
and dubs.
j

i
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Fraternities 2.4 Overall

NEWS BRIEFS
John Seay Wins Eastern Chess Tourney

Theta Chi Win3 Trophy

John Seay won the championship of the Eastern Chess Tourney last Saturday , finishing with
seven wins, one loss and one
draw.
Runner-up was Paul Calkins,
whose final record was 8 1/2, 1 1/2. Nolan Snell was third
with a record of 5-4.
In Saturday's finals, Seay defeated Thorn Blnkley, Snell and
Calkins. The Seay-Snell game
lasted three hours and 40 minutes.
The tourney, sponsored by the
Polymathologists Club, was the
first of its kind at Eastern,

izaton on campus Is eligible
to enter a male contestant,
Andy Williams of Omega Phi
Psi won the contest last year,
When asked why he thought he
had won, he replied that everyone knew, "I had what it took."
What it really requires is crowd
appeal: he must have a sensuous strut, class, and
a
talent.
The crowd will get a good
look at all contestants in their
best attire when they parade
before the audience, and then
he must introduce himself and
offer his talent.
A panel of Judges vote on the
•••
most outstanding contestant, but
"Each year in the Spring when audience response may sway the
things get wild and wooly Kap- decisions. The date for the conpa Delta Tau Service Sorority
sponsors a very different contest-The She-Male Contest," s
Nancy Brucchleri, President of
Kappa Delta Tau.
What is the She-Male Contest?
It's a beauty contest for any
MOVKT
male on campus. Every organ-

For 2.6 Grade Average
Organisation. Editor
Theta Chi with a 2.6 average has won the greek scholastic
trophy for Fall Semester. Sigma
Nu ranked second with a 2.5«3,
Kappa Alpha thlid with a 8.559,
and Pi Kappa Alpha fourth wltha
2.541. the overall average of
all 11 fraternities was a 2.401.
Individual trophies were also
awarded to outstanding greeks
scholastically. Thomas Aligfrom
Pi Kappa Alpha holds the high-

^ ^ aecond ^ j^j^
j. CDonnell also with a 4.0
for the previous semester and a
3.88I overall.
fj
I £
Gary Malchner frdm Theta
Chi ranked, third with' a 4.0
and
a \ S.652 overim fourth
was Don Napier from Tau Kappa
Epsilon with a -4.0 and 3:841
overall, and George Million from
Theta Chi rankedflfth with a 8.824
and a 3.570

Traffic Signal
1
For Lancaster, rabbe
A traffic signal at Crabbe
Street and Lancaster Avenue
has been approved by the Asslstant State Highway Engineer's
Office for Operations.
, *Erectton"date is uncertain, but
a letter from the Department of

mo

Highways to Eastern said that the
signal will
»»
work load permits
Crabbe and Lancaster intersect
next to the president* home and
Alumni House.

(EDITORS NOTE: Reason
able, pertinent questions for thlrf
feature-service may be sent to)
Help: The Progress, Fourth
Floor, Jones BulMtog)

TAPE PLAYERS^
for
CAR and HOME

Tape Player*-H
■■**--

ft- ,i,,,iB
■ OUT EMI,
11 Mill*

Tape Players - 5tereo
•■
H

Tis The Season
"Go fly a kite!;' Somebody took the advice
literally.. .and disaster. The spring breese
that caught it wasn't a disaster, though.
,

...

13S W. 1RVINK ST.

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY!
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(Continued from, Page Six)
ter in the universe. It is constant; you cannot get rid of It
This is seen id the problem of
pollution on this 'spaceship'
earth.
"People tend," said Wilcox
"to spiritualise the material and
to materialize the spiritual. Just
as the Bible should not be used
as a scientific guide, the science

T

,Soim*wl ....
iu^\ -aj; ,i5isv atoJ
-

Our own
Gaymode
parity hose
®

Now't the time to scoop up a wardrobe of panty hose to wear under all
your mini fashions. Gaymode^ collects
them for you in an exciting range of
fashion colors from super'
pales to potent darks. All
proportioned, tool
Agilon* or Cantrece*!!
stretch nylon with reinforced heel. $2 pr.

.

—;—--vt.. ■

.

•

■ i

•

hope

yet for some nice

(Photo by Schley Cox)
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The President's Office said
Tuesday that classes will not
be dismissed a\ noon Good Friday (next Friday) as they ware
last year. Last year they were
ctitmlsiiod at noon due to Good
Friday and Martin Luther King
Day.
see

i

book cannot be used as a Bible."
"Think how much knowledge1
there is today that we didn't
have fifty years ago. Our store
of knowledge doubles once every seven and a half years; that's
frlghtenlng to think about."
Dr. Wilcox is experienced in
his field of chemistry. He obtained his B.A. at Ohio Wesleyan University, his M.A. and

Donations

ft

.• -tL 19ftt Sill ''
4.' .--.:// oi snUrioooA

u

Maybe there's
weather.
r..

Dr. Wilcox Notes Knowledge Increase

bliuill ...the family store

uio

•••

Pi Kappa Alpha's annual greek
bowling tournment last week was
won by Alpha Delta Pi In the
women's division with Kappa
Delta taking second. Men's division was won by Delta Upsiion
with Pi Kappa Alpha taking second.
Individual trophies were won
by Tommy Williams, Pi Kappa
Alpha, for high series, in men's
(Continued on Page Nine)
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Mown vases, one
Join
Our Extra
Effort For
Excellence
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Interviews
Wednesday
April 22,
N70

Of!'

Will classes be dismissed at
noon Good Friday like they
were last year? I* T., aopho-

OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS
-urtCor

test will be announced following
Spring Break. The Pageant is open
to everyone, and all are eligible
for door prices.

Ph. D. at Ohio State, and did
post-graduate work at the Universlty of California at Berkeley
and at California Tech.
From 1946 to 1962 he taught
in Birmingham, Alabama and also worked in -summer institutes
in two Indiana universities. He
served as consulting chemist for
the Northern Alabama medical
school.

Bocentty a Wemsslon brought
up the question of whether there
have been may athlete* a* Easthave had their Jersey
retired. If so, who an
they, and when are their uniforms at* pietures located?
C B* Harrodsburg, Ky.
t '
Glenn E. Presnell, Eastern
athletic director, said that to his
knowledge- there have been no
Jersey numbers retired

HORSES:
Daniel Boone Riding Stable
Phone 744-8325 or 7444619.
-

Highway 227, V/i miles from
Boonesboro State Park Toward Winchester.
Trail rides, moonlight noes

and a picnic area

iboj

■

.Nisinwa:m i .".< ' .

few tppta

,: .i •. !7 ,n.:

4 .j^i.ui*

i ekes, Clay Hall, AGD's
Contribute To Causes

Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
has presented the health department with a $200 check gathered
for. the Rubella Drive a drive to
help purchase vaccine for Getman Measles.
Judge Paul Fagan, who helped
in this drive with other com-

munlty members said, "Wo really appreciate the efforts cittese
students. They collected and donated twice as much as any other
community organization."

at the health department
this
Sunday as a service project
Project chairman was Samuel Hill and his assistant
Bob Wartschlager.

Tau Kappa Epsilon will also
be doing some spring cleaning

'Judge' Laux Works
In Other Areas, Too
Polity Society, an honorary pott- Sarasota High School where he
tical science organization based on*** * member of both thO riflq
academic standing, and serves «* swimming teams. However^
as Parlimentarian to the Student L*ux refers fondly to member-}
Council, where he is a frequent ship on the high school debate
contributor to discussion.
team as "my second
Laux is the oldest of throe accomplishment."

Sink into

something new

u

Slip your feet into
a psh- of Hustlers.

Wiggle your toe*. Go
ahead. AM they're sur*
^^|
rounded by is flexible, cushiony
^^m
brushed leather. New take a few slept.
If s Mho walking en springs. Isn't It? The crept soles feat so
soft and bouncy that you want to skip down the street, right?'
Wei, try to contain yourself. HUSTLCf«...i casual affair.
Only from Thorn efcAn. Oohf t14 QQ

LIKE IT...CHARGE IT!

LERMANS
IMIIID

Fits like the skin and Wears
like iron . . . Mesh and Sheer,
In flattering New Spring
Shades.

•I

1.00 1.35 1.50

Smart

5*V

Her suit boasts the current
tailoring, but the color, fabric and the design of the
printed blouse bring back
memories of a distant past.
Ask for it by its label . . .
College Town.

Mastercharge

i

Button two of the three on
debonair
couple it with a contrasting
flare-leg slack, put on the
boots and Clyde, you're
ready for action, big or
small.

©he Hniuerstta ^hop
ft.
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Woods Takes Most Of Honors At Banquet

r**m+

The View

y*:*:::*:::::::::^^

BY JACK FROST
Staff Sports Reporter

From Here

Eastern's basketball team was
feted to a banquet Monday night
in the Keen Johnson Student Union Building with Willie Woods
carting off the bulk'of the honors.
John Sullivan, Co-ordlnator of
Radio WEKU F-M, was the master of ceremonies and opened the
program by Introducing members
of the Eastern Board of Regents,
faculty on the athletic board,
press and radio.
Coach Guy Strong was then introduced to the crowd which numbered over 150 and the Colonels'
freshmen coach, Jack Hissom,
was introduced next
Hissom presented the 1969-70
squad to the audience and reminisced over the past season,
noting the improvement that the

•v KARl PARK Proortss SoortiEditer

Most people believe a basketball coach's job is over
for another season when the last game of the year ends.
However, there is still approximately one month let t m
a coach's duties. And a very important month it is, for
this time is spent recruiting.
Recruiting is a very important part of any school s
future in basketball, as is true in all other sports. A lot
of studies have been made by the NCAA and certain
laws have been set up to guide the schools in their quest
for superior athletes.
The special NCAA Committee on Recruiting, which
had several proposals passed at the 1970 Convention, is
continuing its efforts in this area. Off-campus visits to
prospects, reduction of pressures put on the prospects
and reduction of recruiting costs are being examined
now by this committee.
Among the recommendations approved in January
were a limit of two paid visits by a prospect to an in- $ta$fH»w&R^^
stitution's campus; a ban on contacting a prospect at
the site of his school's contests; and restrictions on the
manner in which a prospect may be entertained during
a visit to a member institution's campus.
A horde of fans, coaches, and players have gathered
this week in Louisville to view high school basketball at
its best — the Kentucky High School Basketball Tournament.
Coaches will be there for a different reason than the
average fan. They will be trying to win some boys to their
side in order to have them sign with the respective
schools af ter the tournament.
Players who the coaches will be watching in the
tournament will be Randy Waddell, a 6-3 guard from
Pleasure Ridge Park High School in Louisville; Robert
Brooks, a 6-4 forward from Richmond Madison; John
Von Lehman, a 6-9 center from Covington Catholic, and
many more.
Several top players' teams did not make the State
Tournament and will not get the exposure that a tournament of this nature gives. Clark County's Bobby Newell
and Dale Cosby, Ronnie Lyons of Mason County, Ted
Thompson of Lexington Catholic, and Danville's Leonard
Coulter are some of this areas top prospects, but yet
will not be featured in the State Tournament.
We hope that this will be once again another fine
recruiting year for Eastern head coach Guy Strong and
his assistants, Jack Hissom and Tommy Harper.
WOODS, COLEMAN IN ALL-STAR GAME
Willie Woods and Toke Coleman, roommates and
stars on Eastern's basketball team for the past three
season, have been named to the Kentucky-Tennessee
All-Star games.
These games to be March 28 (Nashville) and March
80 (Louisville) pit the top seniors from each state competing against each other.

players had made after a slow
start. He was pleased,with the
record that Included eight wins
of the last 10 games.
Hissom singled \ out' recordsetting performer Charlie Mitchell for his play this past year. «
Mitchell was selected as the
freshmen's
Most valuable
Player, which was voted on by
team members, and received a
trophy. Hissom pointed out to the
audience that "Mitch" had become
the highest scorer in freshmen
history at Eastern.
One award was to be presented
by President Robert R. Martin,
but he was out of town on business and Athletic Director Glenn
Presnell did the honors. The
"Mr. Scholarship" award which
was Initiated during the past
football season goes to the player having the highest academic
standing. Boyd Lynch, who had
a S.O plus average, won the

about the selection of a freethrow leaders which was changed
somewhat this year. A s in the past
the player displaying the best
free-throw percentage was awarded. Lynch's 80.6 per cent
topped the team and he received

award becoming the second person
to receive the honor.
Coach Strong then thanked the
people who were Involved In promoting Eastern's basketball program through the local radio station and school newspaper.
Awards and introductions of the
varsity squad were next in the
program. Strong pointed out this
year that each trophy would be
titled "Mr. Free-Throw," "Mr.
Rebound" etc
Woods, a senior from Louisville Male, took three awards.
His teammates voted him as the
"Most Valuable Player" on the
team. He also received a certificate from Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Art Guepe
for being named to the All-OVC
first team. He also was selected as the team's best defensive player and received the
"Mr. Defense" trophy.
Strong also told the audience

The "Mr. Rebound" trophy
was awarded to Carl Greenfield,
who topped the team with a 11.6
average and ranked third in OVC
statistics.
Another trophy that was voted
on by team members was the
110 per cent award or "Mr. Hustle" trophy. BiUy Burton, a sophomore guard, took that honor.
At the close of the awards ceremonies. Strong amused the crowd
by presenting Coach Presnell with an hour glass for use
as a clock on one side of the
coliseum. The presentation was
directed at the fiasco during the
Murray game.
The end of the program was
highlighted by a magic show presented by Doug Nieland, Assistant Professor of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation at
Eastern, and his wife Pat.

the "Mr. Free-throw" trophy.
Strong pointed out the Importance
of free throws in a game and
stated that "we could have won
four more games' if we had Just
shot 70 per cent."
So because of the Importance
of free-throw shooting, Strong
presented a plaque to the players who hit over 70 per cant on
the line during the season. George
Bryant, a sophomore, and senior Toke Coleman -received
plaques. Coleman could not attend the banquet because be bad
to take his army physical.

Eastern's Soccer Team
Opens With Berea
Eastern's soccer team is in
action Sunday when it entertains
Berea College at 2 p.m. on the
Eastern practice football field.
The match, which was to have
been last Saturday but was postponed due to weather conditions,
pits the Kentucky Soccer Champs
(Berea) against the newly formed
Eastern team. Berea has played
10 matches this season and holds
a 7-1-2 record.

it*

Arthur Polela, former Berea
soccer coach but now a graduate
student at Eastern, will referee
the match.
Members of Eastern's team include Jim Wallete, Steve Boring,
Dave Cleaver, Koaku Afriyie,
Mervyn Lewis, Keith Bertrand,
Bola Seri, Ylnkar Bamiduro,
Nlcholaktus Tarsus, Kenny Long,
Niels Applegate, and James Noe.
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Woods AcceptSn"MVP" Trophy
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Eastern's
took home most of the trophies "9 ence team for 1970. Woods and Toke Coleman were ahro reMonday night at the annual basketball banquet. He received
cently selected to play In the annual Kentucky-Tennessee
the "Mr. Defense" trophy, the Most Valuable Player trophy,
All Star games.
(Photo by Schley Cox)
and a certificate' noting Woods' selection on the all-confer.
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KESSLER JEWELERS
Richmond's Prestige Jewelry For 25 Yrs.
Next To Begle/s
623-1292

BT ADELB HTHAID
Staff Sports Reporter
The Intramural basketball
«hampions for the men's 1969-

THE
College life Insurance Company
Of America
• • • TUG tin KICJ TIM Hi* insurance plan designed especially for college moil, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"
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'70 season were decided recent-. Women's Volleyball Standings
ly in a single elimination tour- _
nament. Delta Upsllon won the Ju?8,day P1*" lm*°*
0
fraternity league with an undo-, ^TrSr^ —
0
D|
rs
feated season. Phi Delta Theta ?"f 5**
0
placed second.
i&SSSSZm
1
Intramural volleyball is under- w£ji*m
1
way for both men and women. ir-rmSs Harem
'
2
Men's events are in the aux- SKTwSfcT
2
lllary gym each week nightwlth.^' T~-j-^. ._
the starting game getting under-' ^ffSL'SUST*
EKU Lov
1
way at 6 o'clock.
* "■*»»•
1
Women's games are in Weaver S^SJ"
1
Gymnasium on Tuesday and Thurs-f100?*1^8 „
0
day nights. The first game be- I*™*/*1* Gwnm*
0
Sos at 7:80 unless otherwise In- "KLrf?? i
cated.
, £*r**ret Hensley
0
Jolley Volleys
0
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See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

The aensational blockbuster of a novel that
everyone is talking about...
The most revealing novel
ever written about the
criminal underworld of the
Mafia... MA staggering
triumph.''
iruuur uviiw

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE FROM-PARAMOUNT

A Fawcett Crest Book
Whereyef Paperbacks Are Sold

WALLACE'S
BOOKSTORE
<■*:■

--.■L—...

Sea legs

Unknowns
Arts & Letters
PBR 4 F's

••'■"

LEAGUE 2
Puff N Stuff
Greens
1-11
Mag Machine
n
when this will not apply-Easter p5g1Y
weekend,
AjM
All those interested should Runts
provide their own swim suit and E_ t Wltw
towel.

NOW IN PAPERBACK
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Two more Eastern graduates have joined the staff of the
Standings Northern Kentucky YMCA. Above are Mrs. Paul Dicklson,
the former Sherry Lynn Shelton of Falmouth, and Rick
losses
Dryden, former Eastern football player from Fort Thomas.
0
Four Eastern alumni are now working for the staff of the
Willard L. Wade T, a branch of the Northern Kentucky association in Covington.
(Photo submitted)

Men's
LEAGUE 1
PBR
Syndicate
Spikers
Chosen few
Rebels
Fubars
Racers
Shakers

SOUTH

SECOND
STREET

_-*-

(NS«*aW»'

Recreational Swim
A recreational swim for all
male students and faculty will
be held each Friday from 12-3
in the Donald Combs Natatorlum.
There will be
one weekend

Graduates Join YMCA staff.

CHRYSLERS
IMPORT CARS
Simta - Alpine - Minx
Tiger Sunbeam Alpine Imp
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
(Continued on Page Nine)

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
507 NORTH SECOND ST.

DIAL ott-5441

CALL 01 SEE GIP PARK! OR LESTER EVERS0LE

Kentucky Central Life Insurance Company
At Eastern Kentucky University
Phil Ruchka Agency, 235 Wayne Or. 623-7966

Ron How
Salts RepreaantatKN
623-1459
*

Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others. «1t's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. <Talk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.
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Accent On Youth In Eastern's Spring Sports
For the most oart the accent he sew on his own squad. Bat
i«ywminE^i?»SSSLt schedule indudeV
spme
2-2!of the strongest teams in the
^Golf'ls the lone exceottoiL but South. The Colonel golfers also
*-?h rii.™ PrinTn ^rfuses to wWcompete In the prestigious
^ZJSZv^SSmSSZul Red F«Tteurnement at Trvon.
* a^rnSS scSSSa!
Srtti SroXT»» FurmanV
In other words everyone has vltottonnl st reenville South
adopted a wait-and-see attitude. Carolina, and the Mw South
Cto slc-it CtorksvUle Tenn.
Hern's a closer look:
—GOLF: Presnell likes what "This to a very 'demanding

schedule," said PresneU. "But returning from last year's +4 •*Pec*«1 *° *• **** **«r a *"••
we'll need that kind of com- team, and all seven had ■*-o|>e^on in December,
petition to prepare for the Onto par rounds in competition last Sophomores with plenty of proValley Conference."
season.
tnise are Tim Brown, Jack BarThe OVC, says Presnell has Paul Schultt, a senior,averagedber, and Billy Price.
In addition, PresneU
Presnell recruited
become
one of the most re- 74 in 16 competitive rounds tost <«n
spwtod golf confSSJSZ* tt» sprint. Jim Murphy, the only an outstanding crop
crop, of freshcountry. "I'm very serious when other senior, also Is looking for men, led by Jimmy Moore, who
I say any one of six or seven hto finest year.
tied for medalist honors in the
teams Is capable of winning it all." Jimmy Saunders, medalist off Kentucky HlghSchool State Tour-i
spring. Other outPresnell has seven lettermen the 1969 team as a freshman, is nament last
'

standing freshmen areRlckRaw- hour and Jumper-supreme Wilbur
Freshmen expected to aid the
lings John Small Cliff Tooke, DaVlSf 0ne of the most vei% cause Include Ron White and BerRick Aubrey and Jackie Nelms. satlle athletes in the university's nard Hrubala, a pair of outstan—BASEBALL: Thereare only history. Both are assisting Plum- ding .printers from New York,
three seniors
seniors on the entire Col- mer this year, concentrating on and Fiorlda state 100-yard champ
three
onel roster. Two of them are the development of Eastern's Marshall Bush. Distance runner
pitchers DonMcCulloughandLarDon McCulloughandLar-freshmen
sophomores,
freshmen and sophomores.
Gary Brandon and Ohio state
ry Robertson, providing good
Ken Sllvlous and Jim Wood pole vault champ Ron Seiter are
mound
mound strength.
strength.
guarantee points any time they expected to play significant roles
•-•
But that's
that's where the question enter a meet. Sllvlous is a two- for the Colonels.
But
mark comes in. If Coach Charles time All-American In cross .....:.
7.
-—""—'TiiTimmiiiifli?
(Turkey) Hughes receives some country and last summer won the mmpmm9mmmmm
support from freshmen pitchers United States Track and Field
7- 1
I OU TllCY
Doug Draper, Mark Williams and Federation steeplechase. Wood
Ken Small, he feels he could is the Ohio Valley Conference
(V
have a shot at his ninth ovc title, hurdle champ.
V
.
,/.'■_ 2.
Big things also are expected
The
second
annual
7-11
InvitaA good example of the youth from Keitn Bertrand and Merv
movement is the fact that only Lewis In the 440 and 880, and tional Tournament will be next
Tuesday and Wednesday with the

Next Week

S3firu"SJ33TS» ssr.KEir.'a^- SXZZ&ZZSttZ,

After that, It's freshmen and on Eastern's football team Is a at Model High School.
!
Four teams are entered in thesophomores.
former Florida state discus
tourney—7-11, Omega Phi Psi,,;
"Our sophomores saw consld- champion,
erable action last season," said
Sprinters Art Howard and Ger- Delta Upsllon and Max's Men...
There will be no admission;"
Hughes, "so we expect improve- ry Scarlngl provide an excellent
1
ment in their play this year, one-two punch and Jlmmle Nlch- however, donations for the Rich-'
mond
Community
Center
will
be
"We play a solid 22-game ols offers depth in the distance
schedule this season, Including a events. Nichols was state cross collected at the goof.
six-game swing through Georgia, country champion 1 New 5 rk.
South Carolina and Tennessee,"
the veteran coach continued, "so
our younger players will have
plenty of opportunity to prove
themselves before we get into the
conference schedule."
The Colonels are blessed with
several good hitters and an adequate defensive unit.
"If two or three of the new
pitchers come through," Hughes
said, "the team could be a strong
contender for the conference
championship*"
—TENNIS: An optimistic outlook was clouded somewhat by the
departure of four highly regarded
prospects after the; fall semester, but Coach Jack/Adams feels
the Colonels still will perform
favorably to the ovc
The most significant absentee
will be Marty Gool, runnerup in
No. 1 singles in toe OVC last
year and the NCAA's Junior college runnerup as a sophomore.
Gool decided to turn pro this year.
Leading the way this year will
be Tom Davis, a three-year letterman and winner of the No. 2
e Saturday,
singles title in the conference
The tennis team plays
tough season last year after breaking his
Eastern's tennis squad will be led this
matches last season. Also back
wrist Just prior to the opener. Davis, a
Miami on Sunday, and. r innati next
year by Mike Barnes (left) and Tom
matches.
Wednesday. All are ho:
three-vear letterman, was winner of the
Is Mike Barnes, the No. 3 natDavis. Barnes, the No. 3 national junior
No. 2 singles title in the OVC last season.
ional Junior college player as a
college player as a sophomore, had a
sophomore, who failed to develop last year after breaking his
wrist Just prior to the season
Pi Kappa Alpha was the team We, PBR; 147 lb.—Kemper, To- opener,
(Continued from Page Eight)
1 silon; 147 lb.—Elan, Delta UpPKA
0
Big Hill Ave.
623-7383
champion totaling 47 points to matoes; 167 lb.-Hunstod PBR;
---TRACK: Saveral outstan0
silon;
157
lb.—Meaders,
Sigma
TKE
0
FratB
wins
losses
43
for
Delta
Upsllon.
Other
l«7
lb.--Collins,
PBR;
77
lb.ding
individual*
return
giving
1 Chi; 167 lb.—Thomas, Pi Kappa
AXA
0
SN PDT
0
Kodak Color Processing
1
Plummer
1 Alpha; 177 lb.—Hek, Delta Up- scores for the tournament were Johnson, Independent; 191 lb.- first year Coach EG.
KA
DU
*
0
0
1
Phi Delta Theta 33; Sigma Chi Thomas, Tomatoes; Unlimited-- promise for ^ b* ™eta. bKut
SC
FRATERNITY WRESTLING
0
Composites, Fraternity, Personality
1
28; Tau Kappa Epsllon 13; Slg- Chambers, 7-11.
the squad is dominated by sophsilon; 191 lb.—Johnson, Phi Del- ma Nu 10- Kappa Alpha 7- Beta "Jack Nelms, a sophomore from omores and Juniors who lack the
OPP
RESULTS
1
TC
ISO lb.—Ruh, Pi Kappa Al- ta Theta; unlimited—Town, Pi Omicron Gamma 8; Theto CM 3. Louisville, won the Intramural experience to provide adequate
1
.
Portram . v
Kappa Alpha.
BOG
137 lb.—Wyi
0
TTie "Independent results' were: billiards tournament. Carl Davis-back-up strength.
118 lb.-Fredenburg, Tomatoes; Placed second to the eight ball
The most obvious absentees
will be seven-time All-Amerlcan
,Iov i .H8 lb^Hamm, PBR; .lB7.iuvw, tourney.,
ic jr-..:i
distance specialist Grant Cole-

Just In Time
For EASTER
Two 5X7s or One 8X10J

$ 9.95

Natural Color
Photograph
from

Barnes And Davis Lead Tennis Team

KEN HARLOW
STUDIOS

Intramural Wrestling, Billiards Tournaments Over

mued

(CoBthwed from Page Seven)
competition, and Linda Wilson, pictures from the Richmond Dally
Kappa Delta, had Ugh series Register, and other articles pertor the women's competition. tuning to Combs' baseball career.
••*
Combs, who to vice-chairman
nf the Eastern Boardof Regents
The first class meeting for
elected to to? BatebSi
Math 272-B , a one hour course was
Hall of Fame on February ■
to Introductory Computer Programming, will be next Mon•••
day to Roark 103, according to
Mr. Alvltt McGiasson assoc"SUSGA Day in Kentucky'"was
iate professor of mathematics.
the theme of the Southeastern
University Student Association
In honor of Earle B. Combs Convention held on Eastern's
election to the Baseball Hall of Campus last Friday.
Fame, an exhibit will be disRobert Warfteld, chairman.of
played tins week in the John SU8GA for Kentucky, was
Grant Crabbe Library. The ex- and co-ordtoator of the Conferhlbit will be located near the ence. Morehead University, Berea College, Kentucky State Colcirculation desk.
lege,
and Union College sent delThe exhibit contains a copy
of the first issue of the Eastern egates to the conference.
The Program consisted of
Progress which features a story
three
panel discussions on "Relon Combs' tryout with the Louisville Colonels baseball club a igion on the College Campus,"
Louisville slugger bat autographed "The Role of Student Governand
by Combs, a paper article and men t to Campus Dissent,"
'—s—

"Student Government-College
Press Relations."
•••
. _..i. <rf#1^«1- mai
Several hospital officials met
here today to advise Eastern
on its new program to relieve
the shortage of medical-record
technicians in Kentucky.
The program, a two-year curriculum, will teach students bow
to prepare, analyse and preserve
^^^ information needed by pat.
hospitals and the public.
Unts

7-11 Takes

,

Basketball
Championship

7-U has done It again,
The independent team has captured Its third straight dormIndependent basketball championShip. This time it was a 5323
victory over the Frostbites
that turned toe trick.
Other steps on the ladder to
victory
were wins over the
Teamsters (67-46), Syndicate
(68-70), BOG 1 (78-56), and Association (80-57).
Site
Starters for 7-U in the final
GreenvUle, S.C.
game were Mike Smith (captain)
Richmond
Eddie Woods, James Porter,
Richmond
GreenvUle, S.C. Harold Gardner, and Ron Jackson.
Richmond
7-U is now /champion in footRichmond
bell,
basketball and track.
Richmond

Richmond
One-Hour' Cleaners
A^^—Aw ■esanavtfoi

rearming

-\ .

"Martiniiing
MOST in Dry Cleaning
Watch for oar Specie*
Shim Laundered
^^ ^ 5 ^ $100
To Perfection
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
623-3939

311 W. Main

ONE FOR YOU AND ONE FOR A

Go all out for Burger Queen

CHAPP

Spring Sports Calendar
Date
Opponent
March 20 Furman Relays
March 21 Wittenberg College
University of Louisville
Furman Relays
March 22 University of Miami
March 23 University of Louisville
March 25 University of Cincinnati

Event
Track
Baseball
Tennis
Track
Tennis
Baseball

Tennis

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

,<ioldon
sianiilure?

4 MUM SMrtti *n US. 15
' Mi. eiMTM

Uiii€j

MOVIE STARTS AT 7:30 F.M.

• •^PUMPf^P west e/we*

SEW ■^EW^EE) W EE

STEAK HOUSE
290 S. SECOND ST. RICHMOND

Try Our

RULES:

Double Cheese Burger

A DM0 OE LAURENTHS PRODUCTION
Stvnnf
PANAV1SI0R*
TECHWOLOft*
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Personalize Your ring
Add the most personal mark, your signature engraved in gold,
to your clou ring created by John Roberts. Ask about me
Golden Signature Ring today.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES Pmmto

WALLACE'S

f:

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

4

«s

Round Trip Airline Ticket
To
Daytona Beach, Florida

AND IURT LANCASTER
"THE SCALP HUNTERS"

s*U

BURGER<^>QUEEN
Sunday Thru Thursday

STARTING

8 A.M rifjl P.M.

SATURDAY

Friday am* Saturday

MARCH 28
OP8N NIOHTLIY

8 A.M. til 12 Midnight
BIG HH.L AVE. OHMLS. 25

Trip To Be Given At Chappy's Wednesday.
April 1. 1970 at 8H10 P.M.
All EKU Students Eligible
To Be Eligible To Win, You Must Sign
The Guest Check You Receive When
You Purchase Your Meal At Chappy's
To Win You Must Put Your I.D. Number
On Your Guest Check.
PLANE LEAVES LEXINGTON. SATURDAY.
APRIL 4. AT 3:25 P.M.; RETURNS TO
LEXINGTON. SATURDAY. APRJL 11
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i
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Classical

Country Music
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A BETTER RECORD DEPT. FOR YOU
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